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Grid computing offers significant enhancements to our capabil-
ities for computation, information processing, and collaboration,
and has exciting ambitions in many fields of endeavor. In this paper,
we argue that the full richness of the Grid vision, with its appli-
cation in e-Science, e-Research, or e-Business, requires the “Se-
mantic Grid.” The Semantic Grid is an extension of the current Grid
in which information and services are given well-defined meaning,
better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation. To
this end, we outline the requirements of the Semantic Grid, discuss
the state of the art in achieving them, and identify the key research
challenges in realizing this vision.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fundamentally, Grid computing is about bringing re-
sources together in order to achieve something that was not
possible before. In the mid-1990s there was an emphasis
on combining resources in pursuit of computational power
and very large scale data processing, such as high-speed
wide area networking of supercomputers and clusters. This
new power enabled researchers to address exciting problems
that would previously have taken lifetimes, and it encour-
aged collaborative scientific endeavors. To characterize this
movement, the term “Grid” was chosen to draw an analogy
with the way in which the electricity power grid brought
about a revolutionary change from the use of local electricity
generators [1]. In this view, computational resources, data,
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and expensive scientific instruments can be regarded as
utilities to be delivered over the network.

As Grid computing has evolved, it continues to be about
bringing resources together, but the emphasis has shifted
from the earlier view—caricatured now as “big iron and fat
pipes”—to the notion of Virtual Organizations, defined by
Foster et al. in [2]:

The real and specific problem that underlies the Grid
concept is coordinated resource sharing and problem
solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organi-
zations. The sharing that we are concerned with is not
primarily file exchange but rather direct access to com-
puters, software, data, and other resources, as is re-
quired by a range of collaborative problem-solving and
resource brokering strategies emerging in industry, sci-
ence, and engineering.

Against this background, we introduced the notion of the
“Semantic Grid” in 2001 [3]. Through undertaking research
at the intersection of the Semantic Web, Grid and software
agent communities, we observed the gap between aspiration
and practice in Grid computing. Our report, entitled “The
Semantic Grid: A Future e-Science Infrastructure,” stated:

e-Science offers a promising vision of how com-
puter and communication technology can support and
enhance the scientific process. It does this by enabling
scientists to generate, analyze, share and discuss their
insights, experiments and results in a more effective
manner. The underlying computer infrastructure that
provides these facilities is commonly referred to as
the Grid. At this time, there are a number of Grid
applications being developed and there is a whole raft
of computer technologies that provide fragments of the
necessary functionality. However there is currently a
major gap between these endeavors and the vision of
e-Science in which there is a high degree of easy-to-use
and seamless automation and in which there are flexible
collaborations and computations on a global scale.

We recognized that this emerging vision of the Grid was
closely related to that of the Semantic Web—which is also,
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fundamentally, about joining things up. The Semantic Web
is an initiative of the Worldwide Web Consortium (W3C).

to create a universal medium for the exchange
of data. It is envisaged to smoothly interconnect per-
sonal information management, enterprise application
integration, and the global sharing of commercial, sci-
entific and cultural data. Facilities to put machine-un-
derstandable data on the Web are quickly becoming a
high priority for many organizations, individuals and
communities. The Web can reach its full potential only
if it becomes a place where data can be shared and
processed by automated tools as well as by people. For
the Web to scale, tomorrow’s programs must be able to
share and process data even when these programs have
been designed totally independently [4].
To researchers aware of both worlds, the value of applying

Semantic Web technologies to the information and knowl-
edge in Grid applications was immediately apparent.

At that time the service-oriented architecture of the Grid
was also foreseen, and we advocated the application of the
ideas of agent-based computing (principally autonomous
problem solvers that can act and interact in flexible ways) to
achieve the necessary degree of flexibility and automation
within the machinery of the Grid. Thus the vision of the
Semantic Grid became established as the application of
Semantic Web technologies both on and in the Grid [5].

In the three years that have followed since our original
report, many of these ideas have been put into practice and
the Semantic Grid research and development community
continues to grow. In particular, the Semantic Web Resource
Description Framework (RDF) and the Web Ontology Lan-
guage (OWL) became W3C recommendations, and tools
which support these are increasingly available off-the-shelf.
Consequently, a variety of Semantic Web applications
and services are now starting to appear that embody and
exploit these standards [6]. Moreover, as Grid developers
have found a need for interoperable metadata they too are
turning to RDF, and Grid application developers in domains
such as life sciences are already working with ontologies
[7]—shared vocabularies which can be expressed in OWL.

The experience of working with real applications and
real users has also highlighted the issues of the interface
between the Grid and the physical world. Hence, a number
of researchers are now beginning to explore this interface
for the Semantic Grid, for example through focusing on
sensor networks, hand-held devices, and human interaction
with these.

The notion of agents as the entities that procure and
deliver services (under some form of service level agree-
ment) in dynamic and uncertain environments has been
articulated both for the Semantic Web [8] and for complex,
distributed systems in general [9]. At this time, the require-
ments which motivate an agent-based approach in the Grid
are partly achieved through the application of Semantic Web
technologies within the service-oriented architecture. The
recognition that resources require automated negotiation
is now also gaining attention, for example in the emerging
WS-Agreement specification [10].

Meanwhile, many aspects of the Semantic Grid still con-
tain significant research challenges, in some cases requiring
the bridging of research communities to achieve them [11].

Given this background, this paper provides an update on
the original Semantic Grid report, capturing the new activity
and the evolution in thinking. In Section II we revisit our
vision of the Semantic Grid and in Section III we discuss the
requirements. Section IV provides a review of the state of
the art. Semantic Grid case studies are increasingly available
in the literature, and in Section V we highlight four projects
which illustrate some of the new thinking in the field. After
discussion in Section VI, we conclude in Section VII with a
revised research agenda for the Semantic Grid.

II. THE SEMANTIC GRID VISION

The Semantic Grid vision is driven by practical require-
ments. The Grid is not an end in itself but a means to an
end—its ultimate purpose is to realize new capabilities for
the benefit of its users. Hence, the vision for the Grid is
best described in terms of what it brings to the individuals
and communities that use it, and the middleware design is
informed by their needs. Success is indicated ultimately
by advances in science, engineering, business or arts and
humanities research, as well as successful middleware
developments.

This user-driven, application-led approach was adopted in
the $500 million, five-year, UK e-Science Programme which
has funded over 100 separate e-Science projects, all of which
involve one or more forms of distributed data, computation,
and collaboration [12]. The requirements for the Semantic
Grid were largely apparent at the outset of the programme
just considering individual projects, but they have been fur-
ther reinforced during the programme itself. Specifically, the
coexistence of these diverse projects over a common resource
and network infrastructure has created a clear understanding
of the role of the middleware. Significantly, this intense ex-
ecution of a large number of projects has shifted the focus
away from one project at a time and emphasizes the need
to maximize reuse of software, services, information, and
knowledge. Thus, while Grid middleware was originally con-
ceived to hide the heterogeneity of computational resources
so that they may work together, a new Grid problem is now
apparent—interoperability across time as well as space, both
for anticipated and unanticipated reuse of services, informa-
tion, and knowledge.

In fact, the e-Science programme has not been confined
to the scientific disciplines of natural sciences, engineering,
and medicine: it has also encompassed e-Social Science,
both quantitative and qualitative, and extends now into arts
and humanities. Internationally, the Humanities, Arts, and
Social Sciences activity in the Global Grid Forum (GGF)
has recognized the need for the Semantic Grid. Hence,
e-Science might better be termed “e-Research” and it is
characterized by the increasing scale and complexity of
research endeavors as collaborations grow larger, become
more geographically distributed, and involve a wider range
of disciplines. This increasing multidisciplinary diversity
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also emphasizes Semantic Grid requirements. Of course,
collaboration is not mandatory: “lone researchers” also stand
to benefit from improved resources.

Furthermore, e-Science is not confined to academic re-
search (for example, more than 80 companies are engaged
with the UK e-Science programme). This interest stems from
the fact that e-Science can support competitive industrial re-
search and development, and the middleware requirements
of e-Science are closely related to those of e-business (the
sharing of computational and data resources for and as part of
routine business is a common problem). Moreover, as e-Sci-
ence has extended to education, the need to integrate with
learning management systems, or collaboration and learning
environments, has also become recognized [13].

Another lesson from e-Science is the need to facilitate
the deployment, configuration, test, and maintenance of tools
and services. Considerable effort and expertise has been ex-
pended on this through e-Science and Grid computing re-
search projects. Thus, as well as the focus on the e-Scientist
as user, it is important to address the needs of the “user” in-
stalling and administrating the e-Science software. There is
an underlying principle of liberating humans from the mun-
dane interactions of computer systems, so that they can get
on with what they are good at. In turn, the systems are be-
coming increasingly automated, which is how the increasing
scale and complexity is addressed. However, to fully achieve
this automation requires much more to be “machine-process-
able” and much less to need human intervention. The process
of software deployment, configuration, and maintenance is
itself a candidate for tools and for automation which require
the application of Semantic Web technologies.

As can be seen, humans are very much part of virtual
organizations and the Semantic Grid has to facilitate their
collaboration, both in establishing the appropriate coalitions
and in supporting interaction within them. Moreover, ma-
chine-processable knowledge about individuals enables the
formation of communities of practice that may stretch over
vast distances and be large scale. Both of these character-
istics, supported by the Semantic Grid, enable people to
achieve results that were not possible before this facilitating
infrastructure.

In short, then, the Semantic Grid vision is to achieve a high
degree of easy-to-use and seamless automation to facilitate
flexible collaborations and computations on a global scale,
by means of machine-processable knowledge both on and in
the Grid.

III. REQUIREMENTS

Our understanding of the requirements for the Semantic
Grid has deepened as we have gained experience across a
range of e-Science applications. Thus, we are now in a po-
sition to move beyond our initial analysis in [2], where we
identified a set of requirements motivated by a generic sce-
nario in which a sample is analyzed and the results feed into a
sequence of analysis and processing steps. Broadly speaking,
these requirements can be positioned on a spectrum: one end
can be characterized by automation, virtual organizations of

services, and the digital world and the other can be character-
ized by interaction, virtual organizations of people, and the
physical world.

Underlying these requirements (at both ends of the spec-
trum) is the issue of scale. As the scale of the virtual organiza-
tions increases, so does the scale of computation, bandwidth,
storage, and complexity of relationships between services
and information. Scale demands automation, and automation
demands explicit knowledge.

Given these drivers, we identify the following key require-
ments of the Semantic Grid.

1) Resource Description, Discovery, and Use: The
system must store and process potentially huge volumes of
distributed content in a timely and efficient fashion, perhaps
through the federation of resources, and hence be able to
identify content, services, computational resources, Grid-en-
abled instruments, and so on. It must be able to discover and
locate these resources efficiently, and to negotiate access. It
also requires generation and processing of job descriptions,
and on-demand and dynamically planned use of resources
in order to meet quality of service requirements and achieve
efficient resource utilization.

2) Process Description and Enactment: To support the
creation of virtual organizations of services, the system needs
descriptions (such as workflows) to facilitate composition
of multiple resources, and mechanisms for creating and en-
acting these in a distributed manner.

3) Autonomic Behavior: Systems should auto-configure
to meet the needs of their multiple users in dynamically
changing circumstances, and “self-heal” in the presence of
faults (thus, the systems will appear to be reliable but, in
practice, they may conceal failures and exception handling at
various levels). The system should also support evolutionary
growth as new content and services become available.

4) Security and Trust: There are authentication, encryp-
tion, and privacy requirements, with multiple organizations
involved, and a requirement for these to be handled with min-
imal manual intervention. Indeed from one perspective this is
what really defines virtual organizations. Related to this are
issues of charging: different stakeholders need to be able to
retain ownership of their own content and processing capa-
bilities, allowing others access under the appropriate terms
and conditions. By their nature, policies need to be repre-
sented such that they can be applied to multiple resources
and with consistent interpretation.

5) Annotation: From logging a sample through to
publishing the analysis, it is necessary to have annotations
that enrich the description of any digital content. This
metacontent may apply to data, information, or knowledge
and depends on agreed interpretations. Ideally, in many
cases, annotations will be acquired automatically. This also
supports the important notion of provenance, whereby suffi-
cient information is stored so that it is possible to repeat the
experiment, reuse the results, or provide evidence that this
information was indeed produced at this time (the latter may
involve a third party). Obtaining annotations is only half the
story however; we also need to make use of them. Exam-
ples of such usage include: finding papers, finding people,
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finding a previous experimental design (these queries may
involve inference), annotating the uploaded analysis, and
configuring a smart space to suit its occupants. Annotation
may thus be distributed and collaborative.

6) Information Integration: The ability to make mean-
ingful queries over disparate information stores, and to make
use of content in ways which may or may not have been antic-
ipated, requires interoperability of information. For example,
this may involve mapping between terminologies used in dif-
ferent domains. This is the classical role of Semantic Web
technologies.

7) Synchronous Information Streams and Fusion: In
addition to persistent stores, there is a requirement for
working with streams of information in a timely fashion.
These streams could be data from instruments, video, or any
data stream such as that resulting from interaction. Both
live and replayed streams have a role, especially where
the stream is enriched by associated temporal metacontent.
Notifications are also streams—the arrival of new informa-
tion prompts notifications to users and initiates automatic
processing. Given this, support is needed both for recording
and replaying streams, and making it easy to synthesize new
artefacts from them. Moreover, content needs to be able to
be combined from multiple sources in unpredictable ways
according to the users’ needs; descriptions of the sources and
content, and annotations, will be used to combine content
meaningfully.

8) Context-Aware Decision Support: Information needs
to be presented to users at the right time, in the right format,
on the right device, and with the right level of intrusiveness.
In short, it needs to be sensitive to the context and, in partic-
ular, the tasks at hand. This is an adaptive information sys-
tems task and is emphasized by the scale of Grid endeavors.
It is therefore a generalization of portals such as [14]

9) Communities: Users should be able to form, maintain,
and disband communities of practice with restricted member-
ship criteria and rules of operation. This involves identifying
the set of individuals in a virtual organization through collab-
orative tools, and exploiting knowledge about communities
of practice across disciplines.

10) Smart Environments: The environment should dis-
play a degree of ambient intelligence. For example, the
equipment detects the sample (e.g., by barcode or RFID
tag), the scientist may use portable devices for note-taking,
the Access Grid node may achieve speaker recognition, and
visualizations may be available on a variety of displays.

To these original requirements we add two new ones which
reflect configuration and deployment issues:

11) Ease of Configuration and Deployment: Grid appli-
cations should be deployable by nonspecialist users (rather
than requiring teams of postdoctoral researchers).

12) Integration with Legacy IT Systems: The interoper-
ability challenge of interworking with established business
processes, and with learning management systems, needs to
be addressed in a more satisfactory manner since Semantic
Grid environments are necessarily brown field developments.

Although many of the above requirements would be re-
garded as traditional Grid ones, we believe that all of them

stand to benefit from some aspect of the Semantic Web. To us,
therefore, this is an effective illustration of the way in which
the Semantic Web thoroughly permeates the machinery of
the Grid.

IV. STATE OF THE ART

Now that the requirements have been identified, we turn
to five of the key technologies that are being used to address
them.

A. Web Services

The key to bringing structured content to life is to run
services over it. What these might look like can begin to
be seen in a variety of Semantic Web applications (and
we will also encounter them in the case studies in the next
section). In more detail, recent efforts around Simple Ob-
ject Access Protocol (SOAP), Web Services Description
Language (WSDL), and Universal Description, Discovery,
and Integration (UDDI) enable software applications to be
accessed and executed via the Web based on the idea of Web
Services. Such Web Services significantly increase the Web
architecture’s potential, by providing a way of automated
program communication, discovery of services, etc. In this
view, Web Services connect computers and devices with
each other using the Internet to exchange and combine data
in new ways. Effectively, Web Services provide on-the-fly
software composition through the use of loosely coupled,
reusable software components (in contrast to the tightly
coupled solutions of the past).

At the same time as the Web community began to embrace
Semantic Web technologies, Web Services were achieving
increasing prominence as an industry-led solution to a
service-oriented architecture for e-business. Ten compa-
nies submitted v1.1 of the specification for SOAP to the
W3C in 2000. Ariba, IBM, and Microsoft then published a
specification for the WSDL, defining an XML grammar for
describing network services, and also for the UDDI service
registry.

Building on this, the Open Grid Services Architecture
(OGSA) was published in 2002 [15], describing a ser-
vice-oriented architecture for the Grid, and the Open Grid
Services Infrastructure (OGSI) working group in GGF spec-
ified the conventions to which a Web Service must cohere
to be a Grid Service. The enhancements for Grid services
include the creation of new services on demand, service
lifetime management, service groups, state handling, and
notification.

Conceived as an enhancement of Web Services to meet
the special requirements of Grid computing, OGSI was seen
by some researchers to diverge from important Web Service
practices, particularly in the approach to stateful service in-
teractions [16], and a more natural mapping to Web Ser-
vices was sought. Subsequently, IBM and Globus, together
with a number of other companies, presented a proposal for
an evolution of OGSI based on a set of new Web Service
specifications called WS-ResourceFramework (WSRF) and
WS-Notification (WSN) (see www.globus.org/wsrf).
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B. Software Agents

Multiagent systems research addresses a problem space
which is closely aligned to that of the Semantic Grid.
In particular, software agents bring the dynamic de-
cision-making, decentralization, coordination, and au-
tonomous behavior needed to realize virtual organizations.
Fundamentally, agent-based computing is a service-oriented
model [17]—agents are producers, consumers, and bro-
kers of services—and, hence, there is a close relationship
between agent-based computing and Web Services, which
maps directly into service-oriented Grids [18]. Given this,
there are several ways in which work in the agent research
community informs solutions to Semantic Grid computing
challenges, and, moreover, a Grid does not need to be based
on an agent framework to profit from notions of agency and
the fruits of the research in this community (see [19] for a
detailed discussion of the key agent concepts that can be
used to develop Grid applications with the desired degree of
flexibility and richness).

First, the notion of autonomy needs to be brought into the
conception of Grid services. Thus, services are not always
available to be invoked by any entity within the system.
This autonomy means that some service invocations may
fail—because, for example, the entity delivering the service
is unable or unwilling to provide the service at the current
moment or under the proposed terms and conditions. This
view of services as autonomous is a fundamental mind shift
from the present conception, but is essential if Grids are to
operate effectively in resource-constrained or open systems.

Second, and following on from the autonomy of the
services, is the fact that the de facto means of provisioning
a service will be some form of negotiation (a process where
the relevant parties attempt to come to a mutually acceptable
agreement about the terms and conditions of the service’s
execution). This view is now starting to be recognized in the
Grid and Web communities (through developments such as
WS-Agreement), but there is still much to be done. To this
end, there has been considerable research in the multiagent
systems research community on various forms of negotiation
and auctions that can be used in such contexts [20]. Such
research deals with two main facets: 1) how to structure
the encounter such that the ensuing negotiation process and
outcome have particular properties (e.g., maximal efficiency,
maximum social welfare, fairness) and 2) given a particular
mechanism, what strategy should the agent employ in order
to achieve its negotiation objectives. In the former case,
considerable attention has been placed on various forms of
auctions since these are known to be an effective means
of allocating resources in decentralized and open systems.

Third, the notion of virtual organizations as dynamically
formed teams that have a particular collective aim has long
been studied in agent-based computing. This has resulted in a
large number of models, methods, and techniques for estab-
lishing cooperation between autonomous problem solvers,
for ensuring the actions of collectives are appropriately co-
ordinated, for selecting an appropriate set of partners to par-

ticipate in the team, and for modeling trust and reputation in
open systems.

C. Metadata

The growing body of literature on the Semantic Web has
a substantial component that deals with issues of ontologies
and reasoning, reflecting the burgeoning research activity in
this area (indeed the Semantic Web is sometimes perceived as
being synonymous with ontologies). However, before we get
to ontological reasoning, there is a significant, but apparently
mundane, step of moving into a metadata-enabled world.

Fundamentally, much of the Semantic Web’s added
value comes from accumulating descriptive information
about the various artefacts and resources in the application
domain. As different stages of the scientific process work
with the same referents—perhaps a sample for analysis, a
piece of equipment, a chemical compound, a person, or a
publication—metadata can be recorded in various stores, in
databases or on Web sites. Thus, this distributed metadata
is effectively interlinked by the objects it describes. This, in
turn, enables us to ask new kinds of questions, which draw on
the aggregated knowledge (e.g., [21]). The naming problem
is facilitated in some areas by existing standards, such as the
Life Sciences Identifier, which is the standardized naming
schema for biological entities in the Life Sciences domains,
and the IUPAC Chemical Identifier (IChI) for chemistry.

Building on this, the scaling of the Semantic Web de-
pends on a network effect being reached in “information
space”—allowing the sharing and linking of machine read-
able content, and gaining power by linking to, extending,
or even disagreeing with, that specified in another Semantic
Web document. However, to achieve this effect we need
shared, unique URIs for the objects (real and virtual), and
appropriate assertions of the relationships (including equiv-
alence) between them. Thus, for Semantic Web technologies
to take hold, more communities must recognize the impor-
tance of linking their resources and make more of them
nameable on the Web.

D. Ontologies and Reasoning

An ontology determines the extension of terms and the
relationships between them. For most practical purposes an
ontology is simply a published, more or less agreed, concep-
tualization of an area of content. The ontology may describe
objects, processes, resources, capabilities, or whatever.
Given this, it can be seen that ontologies provide the basis
of metadata. Thus, any kind of content can be “enriched” by
the addition of ontological annotations (e.g., it may indicate
the origin of content, its provenance, value, or longevity).
The Semantic Grid requires ontologies as a fundamental
building block.

We can see increasing adoption both within specif-
ically Grid-based projects [22], [5], and, more widely,
throughout a range of science and technology efforts:
UMLS (see www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls), Gene On-
tology (see www.geneontology.org), CS Research (see
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www.aktors.org/publications/ontology), and the Military
Coalition Ontology (see ontology.coginst.uwf.edu).

Moreover, a number of ontologies are emerging as a
consequence of commercial imperatives where vertical
marketplaces need to share common descriptions. Here,
relevant examples include the Common Business Library
(CBL, see www.xcbl.org), Commerce XML (cXML, see
www.cxml.org), Standardized Material and Service Classi-
fication (see ecl@ss), the Open Applications Group Integra-
tion Specification (OAGIS, see www.openapplications.org),
Open Catalog Format (OCF, see www.martsoft.com/ocp),
the Open Financial Exchange (OFX, see www.ofx.net),
Real Estate Transaction Markup Language (RETML, see
www.rets.org), RosettaNet (see www.rosettanet.org), United
Nations Standard Products and Services Code (UN/SPSC,
see www.unspsc.org), and the Universal Content Extended
Classification System (UCEC).

Of course, a significant set of challenges are encountered
in developing, deploying, and maintaining ontologies. These
include the fact that ontologies are often highly implicit in
scientific and business practice and that they vary as the
task or role varies. Furthermore, integrating across multiple
ontologies is difficult, as is their maintenance in the face of
changing characterizations of a domain. Nevertheless, the
upside is that they clearly facilitate interoperability, both
for machines and people, they do enhance reuse, and they
are evidently becoming part of the distributed scientific
infrastructure.

However, providing content enrichment and metadata is
only the first phase in exploiting the common conceptual-
ization that is an ontology. Since ontologies encode rela-
tionships between classes of object, inferences can be drawn
between instances of these classes. To this end, reasoning has
been effected in the OWL standard using a variety of descrip-
tion logic inference engines (e.g., [23]). For ontologies dis-
tributed across locations and containing many thousands of
instances it becomes likely that, in addition to rule based rea-
soning over this content, it will be necessary to exploit prob-
abilistic and stochastic methods. Thus, in general, reasoning
can be regarded as a special case of a Semantic Web service
and it is to developments in this area that we now turn.

E. Semantic Web Services

The level of abstraction currently involved in invoking
a Web Service is relatively low. Thus, technology around
UDDI, WSDL, and SOAP only provides limited support in
mechanizing service recognition, service configuration and
combination, service comparison, and automated negotia-
tion. The ambition for Semantic Web services, therefore,
is to raise the level of description such that services are
detailed in a way that indicates their capabilities and task
achieving character.

To this end, the Web Ontology Language for Services
(OWL-S) [24] encodes rich semantic service descriptions
[25] in a way that builds naturally upon OWL. The Semantic
Web Services Initiative (SWSI, see www.swsi.org) extends
this work by relaxing the constraint of using a description
logic formalism for defining service workflow, instead

using a first-order logic based language. The Web Services
Modeling Framework (WSMF) [26] is an alternative ap-
proach for semantically annotating Web Services, aimed at
resolving semantic and protocol interoperability problems
faced by Web Service composition. Extending earlier work
on the Unified Problem Solving Method Development
Language (UPML) framework [27], logical expressions
defined in goals, mediators, ontologies, and Web Services
are expressed using frame logic.

UPML distinguishes between domain models, task
models, problem solving methods, and bridges, and is also
the basis of the Internet Reasoning Service (IRS) [28]. A
knowledge-based approach to Semantic Web Services, IRS
provides a means for ontology-based Web Service selection
using reasoning, by describing them semantically. Here,
domain models are effectively the domain ontology, while
the task models provide a generic description of tasks to
be solved. Problem-solving methods provide implementa-
tion-independent descriptions of tasks, while the bridges
map between the various components. It takes a task-centric
view, where the client asks for a task to be achieved, and the
IRS broker calls the appropriate problem-solving method.

Now with such descriptions in place, automatic brokering
and composition of services become possible. This, in turn,
draws upon agent-based technology (as above) in order to
bring together and coordinate the discovery, composition,
and enacting of such services.

V. CASE STUDIES

A number of Semantic Grid projects are now in progress
and these activities have been reported through the Se-
mantic Grid Workshops held by the Global Grid Forum (see
www.semanticgrid.org). For now, however, we consider a
number of vignettes taken from projects in which we are
directly involved. These projects were chosen in order to try
and illustrate different aspects of the ongoing Semantic Grid
vision.

A. CombeChem/eBank

Some Grid applications are motivated by the sheer volume
of data that can be produced with modern experimental tech-
niques which massively accelerate, or even parallelize, the
experimental process. For example, a single DNA microarray
can provide information on thousands of genes simultane-
ously, a significant leap from one gene per experiment. Sim-
ilarly, in the field of combinatorial chemistry, the chemist
produces mixtures of large numbers of different compounds
simultaneously. The synthesis of new chemical compounds
by combinatorial methods provides major opportunities for
the generation of large volumes of new chemical knowledge,
and this is the principal drive behind the CombeChem e-Sci-
ence pilot project [29]. The project aims to enhance the cor-
relation and prediction of chemical structures and properties,
by increasing the amount of knowledge about materials via
synthesis and analysis of large compound libraries.

Automation of measurement and analysis is required in
order to do this efficiently and reliably, and is a clear case for
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making knowledge explicit and machine processable through
the application of Semantic Web technologies. However, the
project takes this further with its objective to achieve a com-
plete end-to-end connection between the laboratory bench
and the intellectual chemical knowledge that is published as
a result of the investigation—this is described as “publication
at source” [30]. The creation of original data is accompanied
by information about the experimental conditions in which
it is created. There then follows a chain of processing such
as aggregation of experimental data, selection of a particular
data subset, statistical analysis, or modeling and simulation.
The handling of this information may include annotation of
a diagram or editing of a digital image. All of this gener-
ates secondary data, accompanied by the information that de-
scribes the process that produced it. Through publication at
source, all this data is made available for subsequent reuse
in support of the scientific process, subject to appropriate ac-
cess control.

Hence, one role of Semantic Web technologies in this
project is to establish this complete chain of interlinked dig-
ital information all the way from the experiment through to
publication. This starts in the smart laboratory and Grid-en-
abled instrumentation [31]. By studying chemists within
the laboratory, technology has been introduced to facilitate
the information capture at this earliest stage [32]. Addition-
ally, pervasive computing devices are used to capture live
metadata as it is created at the laboratory bench, relieving
the chemist of the burden of metadata creation. This data
then feeds into the scientific data processing. All usage of
the data through the chain of processing is effectively an
annotation upon it. By making sure everything is linked
up through shared URIs, or assertion of equivalence and
other relationships between URIs, scientists wishing to use
these experimental results in the future can chase back to
the source (i.e., the provenance is explicit). This is achieved
by using RDF triplestores to interlink the diverse legacy
relational databases and datastores.

The output is typically a scholarly publication, which may
be self-archived in an institutional repository or published
in a digital library. The move toward self-archiving and
linking of research data has recently been encouraged in the
U.K. [33]. This is not the end of the process, since research
and learning “close the loop” and feed back into further
experiments. The scholarly process supports the further in-
terpretation of outputs, and the suggestion and investigation
of alternative theories. Publication at source also supports the
interlinking of published knowledge to facilitate the process,
and enables automated processing. Given the throughput of
knowledge created through combinatorial chemistry, it is
not plausible for every new compound to be the subject of
a traditional scholarly publication by a scientist since this
would introduce a massive bottleneck—perhaps 80% of
data would be left unprocessed. Thus, this is an example of
the Semantic Grid enabling a significant culture shift in the
scientific process within this discipline.

Some of these ideas are also demonstrated in the World
Wide Molecular Matrix [34] and the Collaboratory for Multi-
scale Chemical Science (CMCS) [35].

Fig. 1. Structure versus detail in CoAKTinG.

B. CoAKTinG

The CoAKTinG project [36] has applied Semantic Web
technologies in novel ways to advance the state of the art
in collaborative mediated spaces for distributed e-Science.
It comprises four tools: instant messaging and presence
notification (BuddySpace), graphical meeting and group
memory capture (Compendium), intelligent “to-do” lists
(Process Panels), and meeting capture and replay. These are
integrated into existing collaborative environments (such as
the Access Grid), and through use of a shared ontology to
exchange structure, promote enhanced process tracking and
navigation of resources before, after, and while a meeting
occurs.

Each of the CoAKTinG tools can be thought of as ex-
tracting structure from the collaboration process. The full
record of any collaboration (e.g., a video recording of a
meeting) is rich in detail, but to be useful we must extract
resources which are rich in structure. This is represented in
Fig. 1. In this context, collaboration as an activity can be
seen as a resource in itself, which with the right tools can
be used to enhance and aid future collaboration and work.
CoAKTinG is also an example of a system which supports
recording and reuse facilitated by distributed collaborative
semantic annotation—this is a paradigm which can be gener-
ically applied across a spectrum of e-Research scenarios.

C. MIAKT

Breast cancer screening also involves an annotation task,
with a large volume of content being generated by manda-
tory screening programmes. This process consists of the
capturing of an X-ray mammogram and any areas consid-
ered abnormal on the mammogram are assessed by means of
pathology tests (biopsies). Data from the radiologist, respon-
sible for the mammogram, the histopathologist, responsible
for the interpretation of biopsy results, and the clinician,
with knowledge of the history of the patient, are brought
together to make a consultative appraisal of each particular
case. This is known as the Triple Assessment Procedure and
we have undertaken the Medical Imaging with Advanced
Knowledge Technologies (MIAKT) project [37] to support
this collaborative meeting and the knowledge that goes with
it, using the Semantic Grid technologies.
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Fig. 2. MIAKT Mixed Web and Grid Services Architecture.

The MIAKT application is built around a distributed
architecture (represented in Fig. 2) which uses Web and Grid
based services to provide discrete and disparate functionality
to a generic client application. The architecture is deliber-
ately abstracted from any particular application domain and
its description, providing a powerful structure for rapidly
prototyping new knowledge management applications in
new domains. In this respect, MIAKT becomes a particular
application of this architecture.

In terms of the Semantic Grid vision, services are
presented to the client application according to the applica-
tion-specific application ontology. The server instantiates
the framework using this ontology and provides a simple
and homogeneous API to the application’s web-services
which may be running over various protocols.

The MIAKT system provides knowledge management
for the data that the screening process generates, as well as
providing a means for medical staff to investigate, annotate,
and analyze the data using Web and Grid services. Use of
ontologies to store knowledge facilitates a mechanism for
providing ancillary diagnosis to the consultation. The ap-
plication software allows viewing and annotation of various
types of images, from X-ray mammograms to three-dimen-
sional MRI scans, provides for searching of patient data,
and supports invocation of services on the Web for image
analysis, data analysis, and natural language report genera-
tion. Some of these services are computationally intensive
and use explicit Grid services.

D. Medical Devices

Grid and Pervasive Computing come together in the Grid
Based Medical Devices for Everyday Health project in
which patients who have left hospital are monitored using
wearable computing technology. Since the patient is mobile,
position and motion information is gathered (using devices

such as accelerometers) to provide the necessary contextual
information in which to interpret the physiological signals.
The signal processing occurs on the Grid and medics are
alerted—by pervasive computing—when the patients expe-
rience episodes that need attention.

The interesting infrastructure research question is to what
extent the Grid services paradigm can be deployed in the di-
rection of the devices. The project has been conducted using
Globus Toolkit 3. The devices and sensors that we are dealing
with typically have limited computational power and storage,
and they only have intermittent network connectivity. Al-
though in some cases they may be capable of hosting Grid
Services, generally the devices interface via a Grid service
proxy. In turn, users can access the information through a
portal, and this can itself be accessed by pervasive devices.

The additional contextual information provided by the
wearables—GPS and accelerometer data—is essential to
interpretation of the physiological signals. Modeling of
context, reasoning about it, and managing it, calls once
again upon Semantic Web technologies.

This is one example of a sensor network. Other sensor
networks demand grid processing due to the volume of data
collected at greater spatial or temporal density, reflecting the
evolution of sensor technology, and again for visualization.
As in this medical scenario, the primary purpose is to obtain
information, which can be represented using Semantic Web
technologies to facilitate reuse and interoperability.

VI. DISCUSSION

The notion of the Semantic Grid came about in 2001.
Within our research groups we were jointly conducting
work in the areas of the Grid, the Semantic Web, Web
Services, and agents. Meanwhile, Grid practitioners were
also thinking in terms of services, a view reinforced by the
Grid “Anatomy” paper [2] published in 2001 and then made
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Fig. 3. Semantic Grid Architecture (due to Goble et al.).

explicit by the “Physiology” paper [38] in 2002. The Web
community had been developing Web Services and formu-
lating requirements for the Semantic Web. The samizdat
publication of our report to the e-Science community in July
2001 had an impact on a number of the projects emerging
in the e-Science programme, and the first Semantic Grid
papers were written the following year [39], [40].

Today we see an increasing volume of activity involving
Grid and Semantic Web. The Semantic Grid Research Group
in the Global Grid Forum has held workshops, other com-
munities are holding Semantic Grid events, and the litera-
ture in this area is growing. Now, three years later, we can
reflect on the evolution of the Semantic Grid. As discussed
in Section II, the e-Science programme has reinforced the
practical need for the Semantic Grid—Grid middleware is
needed to join up computers, while Semantic Grid middle-
ware is needed to join up projects.

There are also results flowing from Semantic Web research
that will assist the research agenda advocated here. Work has
led to new standards, such as OWL, for expressing ontolo-
gies in a way that supports interoperability between systems.
Tools are now appearing that facilitate the construction and
verification of ontologies. Ontologies are a vital element in
enabling a common conceptualization to hold between the
various elements (human and machine) of a Grid-based col-
laboration. The Semantic Web effort is also producing tools
to support annotation, linking, search, and browsing of con-
tent. We are also beginning to see integrated applications that
exploit semantic annotations and metadata [41]. A pressing
need is to develop standards and methods to describe the
knowledge services themselves, and to facilitate the compo-
sition of services into larger aggregates and negotiated work-
flows. An important element of this is likely to be protocols
and frameworks that emerge out of the agent community.

That we advocated an agent-oriented approach, rather
than adoption of software agent frameworks per se, was a
reflection of our conviction that agent-based computing had
very important techniques to offer, but also an awareness
that Grid-scale agent deployments were not evident at that
time. Hence, it is natural to see these ideas coming through
in Web Services, and, for example, in WS-Agreement which
aims to define a language and a protocol for advertising the
capabilities of providers, creating agreements and runtime
monitoring of agreement compliance. The volume of work
now evident in workflow confirms the focus on automation.
However, we are only a step along the path with respect to
agency.

1) Although agents are producers, consumers and brokers
of services, functionality which we can see reflected in
Web Services and Semantic Web Services, they also
have a very important notion of autonomy. This is, we
believe, still something that the Semantic Grid needs,
especially to realize the more autonomic infrastructure.

2) There is a wealth of expertise in agent negotiation
which needs to be applied within the Semantic Grid
context, to the creation of agile virtual organizations.
Again, this is an area where progress has been some-
what slower than we expected.

In these three years, however, probably the most signifi-
cant evolution in thinking—or at least in presentation—has
been the appreciation of the role of the Semantic Web within
the Grid infrastructure. This has resulted in a move away
from the initial three-layer “Grids” architecture [42]. Valu-
able though this model has been, it fails to convey the role
of knowledge services within the Grid infrastructure. To this
end, we believe a more recent architecture, due to Goble
[11], better captures the interactions in the various levels (see
Fig. 3).
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As our vignettes highlight, at some point the digital, auto-
mated world of the Grid must meet the physical, interactive
world of the users. Now in many cases this may be through
the devices with which the users are interacting: PDAs,
wearable computers, displays, Access Grid, or virtual re-
ality. Nevertheless, the general question of the relationship
between the Grid, the physical world and its inhabitants
remains.

To start answering this question, we believe it is impor-
tant to consider the area of pervasive or ubiquitous com-
puting (which is about devices everywhere; e.g., in everyday
artefacts, in our clothes and surroundings, and in the ex-
ternal environment). The term ubiquitous was adopted by
Xerox through the work of Mark Weiser [43], who empha-
sized the “calm” aspects, where the computing is everywhere
but “stays out of the way.” In Europe, pervasive computing
is part of the Ambient Intelligence vision.

Moore’s Law tells us that if you keep the box the same
size (the desktop PC, for example) then a series of computers
will get increasingly powerful over time. However, if you
only want the same power then you can work with smaller
and smaller devices, and more of them. Broadly then, this
gives us the world of the Grid and the world of pervasive
computing, respectively. Both are important and inevitable
technological trends that therefore need to be considered
together, but we suggest that Grid and pervasive computing
have another very important relationship: pervasive com-
puting provides the manifestation of the Grid in the physical
world.

Sometimes the Grid application demands the pervasive
computing and sometimes the pervasive computing demands
the Grid. In the former category would be the “Grid-enabled”
devices in a laboratory, the pieces of scientific equipment and
“grid appliances” connected directly to the Grid—and also
the handheld devices with which users gather information
and access results. Devices, such as novel interfaces, may
also be deployed to support the collaborative environment,
perhaps facilitating visualization and annotation of data. In
the latter category we have the sensor networks—as sensors
and sensor arrays evolve, we can acquire data with higher
temporal or spatial resolution, and this increasing bulk of
(often realtime) data demands the computational power of
the Grid. Meanwhile, many pervasive deployments are cur-
rently small scale, due to small numbers of devices or small
numbers of users, but will demand more Grid processing as
numbers inevitably scale up.

Given this, we can see that Grid and Pervasive computing
are each about large numbers of distributed processing
elements. At an appropriate layer of abstraction, they both
involve similar computer science challenges in distributed
systems. Specifically, these include service description, dis-
covery and composition, issues of availability and mobility
of resources, autonomic behavior, and of course security, au-
thentication, and trust. Both need ease of dynamic assembly
of components, and both rely on interoperability to achieve
their goals. The peer-to-peer paradigm is also relevant across
the picture.

Fig. 4. Semantic-Pervasive-Grid triangle.

In common with the Grid, we can also argue that the full
richness of the pervasive vision needs the Semantic Web
technologies. Again, this is about semantic interoperability:
we need service description, discovery and composition,
and indeed research areas such as Semantic Web Services
are being applied both to Grid and to Pervasive computing.
Hence, the Semantic approach sits above the large-scale
distributed systems of Pervasive and Grid computing, as
illustrated in Fig. 4.

A key motivation for the semantic interoperability is the
need to assemble new applications with ease. Essentially, we
have lots of distributed bits and pieces that need to work to-
gether to provide the requisite global behavior, and we wish
this to happen as far as appropriate without manual inter-
vention. This move toward a more autonomous approach is
best achieved through the techniques of agent-based com-
puting, and in the future we look toward self-organization.
Taking this view to its logical conclusion leads us to en-
visage a self-organizing Semantic Grid which behaves like
a constantly evolving organism, with ongoing, autonomous
processing rather than on-demand processing—an organic
Grid which itself can generate new processes and new knowl-
edge [44], manifest in the physical world through ambient
intelligence.

VII. RESEARCH AGENDA

Achieving the full richness of the Semantic Grid vision
brings with it many significant research challenges. The fol-
lowing ten, updated from our original report, identify areas
(in no particular order) where we believe research needs to
be targeted.

1) Automated Virtual Organization Formation and Man-
agement: In many cases it will not be possible to tell a priori
exactly what services users will need in a given system. Thus,
new services (virtual organizations) need to be composed
as and when they are required. Moreover, given the issues
of scale and timeliness, it is important that automated tools
are available to support or even enact this endeavor. Thus,
research is required to develop general models that enable
the need for new virtual organizations to be determined, the
ability to discover appropriate services, the ability to select
the best set of participants to deliver the desired service, the
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ability to divide the work in the most effective way between
the participants, the ability to monitor the ongoing opera-
tion of the virtual organization and to alter it for the better
when appropriate, and the ability to dissolve such partner-
ships when they are no longer sustainable.

2) Service Negotiation and Contracts: Further research
is needed to determine the types of contract that are appro-
priate for Grid systems, how contracts can be policed and
enforced, the way in which negotiations can be organized to
be efficient and effective in Grid systems, and the types of
strategies that agents can be used to attain their negotiation
objectives. Another facet of this is that contracts need to be
represented in an interoperable manner.

3) Security, Trust, and Provenance: Further research
is needed to understand the processes, methods, and tech-
niques for establishing computational trust and determining
the provenance and quality of content and services in Grid
systems. This also extends to the issue of digital rights
management in making content available. Policies also need
to be represented and demand interoperability.

4) Metadata and Annotation: While the basic metadata
infrastructure already exists in the shape of RDF, metadata
issues have not been fully addressed in current Grid deploy-
ments. It is relatively straightforward to deploy some of the
technology in this area, and this should be promoted. RDF,
for example, is already encoding metadata and annotations
as shared vocabularies or ontologies. However, there is still
a need for extensive work in the area of tools and methods
to support the design and deployment of ontologies. Annota-
tion tools and methods need to be developed so that emerging
metadata and ontologies can be applied to the large amount
of content that will be present in Grid applications.

5) Content Processing and Curation: Research is re-
quired into incorporating a wide range of media into the
e-Research infrastructure. This will include video, audio,
domain-specific data, and a wide range of imaging methods.
Research is also needed into the association of metadata
and annotation with these various media forms, including
distributed collaborative annotation. As curation becomes
increasingly automated, we look toward what might be
termed “autonomic curation.”

6) Knowledge Technologies: In addition to the require-
ment for the research in metadata and annotation, there is
a need for a range of other knowledge technologies to be
developed and customized for use in e-Science contexts.
These include knowledge capture tools and methods, dy-
namic content linking, annotation based search, annotated
reuse repositories, natural language processing methods (for
content tagging, mark-up, generation, and summarization),
data mining, machine learning, and Internet reasoning ser-
vices. These technologies will need shared ontologies and
service description languages if they are to be integrated
into the e-Science workflow. The problem of composing
task-achieving services from collections of other services
is an important research area. These technologies will also
need to be incorporated into the pervasive devices and smart
laboratory contexts that will emerge in e-Research.

7) Design and Deploy: Research is needed to make it
easier to design, configure, and deploy applications. Specifi-
cally, Grid infrastructure and applications need to be easy to
use by all users in the lifecycle—from design, through devel-
opment, deployment, operation, maintenance, and reuse.

8) Interaction: Research is required into methods and
techniques that allow information to be visualized in ways
consistent with the e-Research collaborative effort. This
will also involve customizing content in ways that reflect
localized context and should allow for personalization and
adaptation. The intersection of the Semantic Grid with the
physical world exposes semantics at the interaction interface.

9) Collaboration: Much more needs to be done to under-
stand the workflow of current and future e-Science collabo-
rations. Users should be able to form, maintain, and disband
communities of practice with restricted membership criteria
and rules of operation. Currently, most studies focus on the
e-Science infrastructure behind the socket on the wall. How-
ever, this infrastructure will not be used unless it fits in with
the working environment of the e-Scientists. This process has
not been studied explicitly and there is a pressing need to
gather and understand these requirements. There is also a
need to collect real requirements from users, to collect use
cases, and to engage in some evaluative and comparative
work. Finally, we need to understand more fully the process
of collaboration in e-Science.

10) Pervasive Computing: Currently, most references
and discussions about Grids imply that their primary task
is to enable global access to huge amounts of computa-
tional power. Generically, however, we believe Grids should
be thought of as the means of providing seamless and
transparent access from and to a diverse set of networked
resources. These resources can range from PDAs to su-
percomputers and from sensors and smart laboratories to
satellite feeds. We believe that for e-Science to be successful
and for the Grid to be effectively exploited, much more
attention needs to focus on how laboratories need to be
instrumented and augmented. For example, we believe it
is essential to develop infrastructure that allows a range of
equipment to advertise its presence, be linked together, and
annotate/markup content it is receiving or producing.

Moreover, we also believe that many of the issues,
technologies and solutions developed in the context of
e-Research can be exploited in other domains where groups
of diverse stakeholders need to come together electronically
and interact in flexible ways. Thus we believe that it is
important that relationships are established and exploita-
tion routes are explored with domains such as e-Business,
e-Commerce, e-Education, and e-Entertainment.

To sum up, three years of progress have confirmed the value
of the Semantic Grid vision and this emerging community
is achieving significant momentum. There are still many
challenges. Some of the technical ones have been highlighted.
However, others arise from the need to bring together
the research communities to achieve the Semantic Grid
ambitions. This can be viewed as building bridges in order
to build bridges. We need to bring communities together to
create the Semantic Grid, which can then be used for flexible
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collaborations and computations on a global scale—for the
creation of new scientific results, new business, and even
new research disciplines.
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